
Chapter 711: Getting to Know Each Other 

However, Karu found Lu Xingzhi interesting. 

“Many things require an adventurous spirit.”Karu smiled. “What if there is a Miracle?” 

“Right, what if tens of millions of dollars are wasted? How exciting,”elder Cai added. The expression on 

her face was as if her eyes were not her eyes, and her mouth was not her mouth. 

Karu rubbed the tip of his nose and chuckled. Then, he led his men down the mountain and went around 

the other side. 

“Most of the mines of the Zhu family in Ping City are around here. The mines that exploded this time 

have been mined for quite some time. Recently, they have been mining waste rocks, so the Zhu family 

was prepared to make a move. I didn’t expect that a kind-hearted person would help the Zhu family to 

blow up their treasures again.” 

Karu’s words were full of ridicule. Among those who were good at it, only Lu Xingzhi and Jiang Yao could 

hear the ridicule in Karu’s words. This kind-hearted person was talking about Lu Xingzhi. 

When the group of people arrived at the Zhu family’s mine, a group of people were arguing at the 

entrance of the Zhu family’s mine. It could be imagined that under the trend of interest, the two sides 

did not know when they would start arguing. 

The Zhu family said that the buyer had broken the contract first and the money was delayed. Therefore, 

the Zhu family had the right to cancel the original contract. The mine was still the Zhu family’s. The Zhu 

family had the right to continue mining. The buyer said that the contract had been signed. According to 

the old rules here.., the mine was the buyer’s. The Zhu family had no right to continue mining. 

Jiang Yao glanced at the mine on the other side. The corner of her lips curled up and she sneered. 

“What did you see?”Lu Xingzhi asked quietly. 

Because Jiang Yao had already made up her mind to buy the mine that had already stopped working, the 

two of them were slowly following the tail of the large group. There was no one behind them, so when 

the two of them spoke, as long as they lowered their voices, they did not have any scruples. 

“That mine is of no value,”Jiang Yao said as she looked away from the person who was quarreling. For 

money, the two sides were quarreling so fiercely that it was obvious that this matter was not going to 

end well. 

Lu Xingzhi was relieved after hearing Jiang Yao’s words. The Zhu family had so many mines. The reason 

why he chose to blow up this mine was to prevent the Zhu family from selling the mine. 

Based on his investigation of the Zhu family, the Zhu family had been doing raw stone trading and 

jewelry business for so many years. They had never sold the mine. Lu Xingzhi felt that the Zhu family 

suddenly wanted to sell the mine, it was most likely because the Zhu family felt that the mine was no 

longer valuable. 

Initially, Lu Xingzhi heard from Karu that there was good news from the explosion. Although the mine 

had been blown to smithereens and had no value to speak of, it had suddenly become a hot commodity 



for the Zhu family. The Zhu family was reluctant to sell it, there were also many people who started to 

stare at the Zhu family’s mine and wanted to buy it. Lu Xingzhi was still a little depressed. 

However, based on the situation, he knew from Jiang Yao that the mine was of little value. Lu Xingzhi 

was relieved. It seemed that the two gold bars were worth it. 

He still wanted the Zhu family to not be able to sell it. In the end, he wanted them to throw the money 

they could have gotten into their own hands. 

The Zhu family was reluctant to sell it now. If he could not get Karu to help persuade the buyers, he 

would just blow it up again. After all, this kind of thing was a first-time experience and second-time 

familiarity. Karu should be happy to earn this kind of money. 

There was another mine closest to the Zhu family’s mine. Jiang Yao took a look and listened to Karu’s 

introduction of the mine’s situation. 

“This mine owner is a gambling addict. His gambling addict father just died. He inherited this mine and is 

addicted to gambling. He doesn’t like to do business and owes a huge amount of money. He had no 

choice but to sell the mine to pay off his debt. Because the creditors are pressing him, the mine owner 

urgently needs money. Therefore, if you want to buy this mine, the price of this mine can also be 

negotiated.”Karu handed the map in his hand to the person beside him, draw a range out for everyone 

to see, “This is the map of the mine, the mine area is not small.” 

Chapter 712: Is Mr. Lu Heartache? 

After saying that, karu added, “At this time, the mine owner should be gambling and having fun with 

people in the mine. If you want, I can go over and help negotiate the price.” 

When Jiang Yao entered, she heard the sound of the dice rolling. Now that she heard what Karu said, 

she thought to herself, Karu really knows every place and everyone here like the back of his hand, that 

mine owner was really gambling in a place within two kilometers. 

“How long has this mine been open? What good stuff has come out?”Elder Cai took two steps forward 

and asked Kalu. 

“It has been open for a year, intermittently. Good stuff has been dug out all the time,”said Kalu, “Later, 

when the old man was seriously ill, he stopped for more than half a year and only started work again in 

the last month or so. However, after the old man passed away, his former right-hand men all followed 

other bosses. Now, the mine owner can’t keep people here, and he doesn’t even have people around to 

help him cut the stones. Therefore, all the businesses under him have never been opened before. After 

he took over, he wasn’t sure what the situation was like.” 

Kalu thought for a moment before continuing, “However, I guess it shouldn’t be bad, because he has 

many repeat customers.” 

Elder cai understood what Kalu was trying to say. Repeat customers meant that those who bought the 

raw stones had good results, which was why they returned to continue buying. 



“Then I’ll have to trouble you to help me ask for the lowest price.”Elder Cai’s employer had originally 

come for the Zhu family’s mine. Now that the Zhu family’s mine was out of the question, since he was 

already here, it would be better for him to visit a few other companies. 

Kalu nodded and led his people into the mine. 

The mine seemed to be very close, but this winding road was really a bit strenuous to walk. 

The mine was guarded by people, and there were only a few people working. It looked like they were 

slacking off and not doing anything. At the main entrance, there was a table. Around the table, there 

was a group of people shouting and shaking dice, it came from here. 

“Mr. Xiao Jin.”Carl walked over and saw the person who was shouting the loudest at the table. “Mr. Xiao 

Jin, I’m Carl. I brought the buyer here to take a look.” 

“So be it! Just go in and take a look!”A skinny man in his forties didn’t even raise his head, waving his 

hand, he pointed at the mine behind him. His face was full of impatience, and his eyes were fixed on the 

dice on the table. When he opened it, he was so angry that he immediately slammed the table and 

cursed. 

Karu was used to it, so he led everyone in, while speaking in Mandarin, he continued to speak to Lu 

Xingzhi and the others, “This Mr. Xiao Jin’s luck is especially bad. He almost loses every bet he makes. 

However, if he loses, he must make a bet. Everyone in our town is saying that if anyone is short of 

money, they can go and make a bet with Mr. Xiao Jin.” 

Elder Cai did not pay attention to Mr. Xiao Jin’s character. After entering, she brought her disciple and 

began to explore and observe. Huang Cheng actually wanted to ask elder Cai for some advice, so he 

followed elder Cai into the mine. 

Once they left, only karu, Lu Xingzhi, and Jiang Yao were left. When Karu spoke again, he was a little 

more casual. He raised two fingers at Lu Xingzhi and chuckled. 

“Mr. Lu, does your heart hurt?”Karu’s two fingers were naturally referring to the two gold bars. 

“Why?”Lu Xingzhi stood there and lowered his head to play with his little wife’s small hands. During the 

half a month he was in the army, Jiang Yao had learned marksmanship from him. Her palms and thumb 

had been bruised, and it had only been a short while since she had touched a gun, her palms had 

returned to their previous softness. 

Chapter 713: Sitting Up 

If it weren’t for the fact that he had no other choice, Lu Xingzhi would rather his woman have a pair of 

soft and tender hands like this for the rest of her life. Unfortunately, in reality, if he was strong, Jiang 

Yao had to follow suit. 

Lu Xingzhi didn’t dare to ask Jiang Yao if it was hard because he was afraid that she would tell him that if 

she had married an ordinary person, the life she was living now would definitely be the most ordinary 

and simplest life. 



Mr. Xiao Jin, who was in front, lost a few more rounds. Only then did he remember that kalu seemed to 

have brought someone over. After losing, he lost his patience and continued to play. Only then did he 

push away the people around him and look for them. 

“Kalu, you said that someone wants to buy my mine? Who Is It? Just these two people?”Mr. Xiao Jin 

walked a little unsteadily. It was obvious that he did not train often, so he could not even walk stably. 

“This is Mr. Lu, and this is his wife,”karu introduced to Mr. Xiao Jin. “However, it is not that they want to 

buy your mine, but that Mr. Cai inside is interested. I let them go in first to take a look. I will wait here.” 

The explosion of the Zhu family’s mine affected the nearest side, so karu could not be bothered to go in. 

That was why he stood there and talked to Lu Xingzhi and the others. 

“These two are your guests too?”Mr. Xiao Jin sized up Jiang Yao from head to toe. His gaze was cloudy, 

and his smile was a little disgusting, “This woman is really beautiful! She’s fair and clean, and she looks 

different from the women on our side...” 

Before Mr. Xiao Jin could speak, karu quickly interrupted him, “Mr. Xiao Jin, Mr. Lu can understand YN.” 

Mr. Xiao Jin then sheepishly stopped what he had not said. He looked at Lu Xingzhi and felt that he was 

not someone to be trifled with, so he turned to continue speaking with Karu, “Mr. Lu is a friend of Ruan 

Yongjun? He’s also a soldier, right? The Ruan family’s kid came back from the army. His friends outside 

are most likely also soldiers! “No wonder he’s so daring to bring a woman here alone.” 

Mr. Xiao Jin thought that the couple on the other side couldn’t hear him, so he continued to ask karu, 

“Which mine do they like?” 

“In any case, it’s not Mr. Xiao Jin’s mine,”karu replied with a fake smile. Then, he changed the topic to 

the price, trying to lower the price with Mr. Xiao Jin. 

However, Karu never expected that the price of 100 million yesterday would double at this moment. 

“200 million! Mr. Xiao Jin, you didn’t say that before!”Kalu was a little angry. 

“Yesterday Was Yesterday, today is today.”Mr. Xiao Jin smiled a little shamelessly, “You know about the 

mine opposite, right? “Yesterday, something good exploded. My mine is so close to that mine, even the 

grass and trees are the same. Therefore, there must be something good in my mine. Therefore, the price 

will naturally increase today! “Tell your customers to hurry up and pay if they want to buy it. Otherwise, 

I will raise it to 300 million tomorrow.” 

Although Karu was young, he had been in the middleman business for almost ten years. From the 

middleman of small raw stones to the middleman of mine trading, in the entire circle, who didn’t know 

of his reputation? 

This was the first time Karu had met someone like Mr. Xiao Jin who raised the price from the ground! 

In fact, as a businessman, it was normal for him to act on the news. Seeing that there were people 

fighting over the mine opposite, Mr. Xiao Jin wanted to raise the price here. Karu felt that it was normal. 

Chapter 714: Afraid of Being Seen By Others 



It was just that he had never met anyone who didn’t inform him beforehand. When he brought the 

guests here, Mr. Xiao Jin said that a price was a price. This made karu lose face in front of his own 

guests. 

Lu Xingzhi was a soldier after all. His hearing and observation skills surpassed that of ordinary people. He 

listened to every word of the dispute between Mr. Xiao Jin and Karu. 

Seeing that Carl’s expression was not worried, he held Jiang Yao’s hand and walked in, calling out elder 

Cai and the others. 

“What’s Wrong?”Elder Cai ran out with her disciple. Because they were running in a hurry, they were 

panting heavily. 

“Let’s go. The price of this mountain has risen. Two hundred million. Maybe Tomorrow, it will be three 

hundred million.”Lu Xingzhi curled the corners of his lips. “The mine owner is like a scoundrel, making 

Carl very angry.” 

Elder cai choked. Only then did he come to investigate. By the time he went back and told the behind-

the-scenes owners about this, it would have been a few days. Wouldn’t it have risen to one billion? 

Why didn’t he just Rob Them? This was not the way to do business. 

The group of people left the mine directly. They got into the SUV and returned to the clean town. 

After Karu returned, he left immediately. He was busy negotiating a price for Lu Xingzhi. When Lu 

Xingzhi returned to Ruan Yongjun’s place, the first thing he did was to ask Ruan Yongjun to help boil the 

hot water. Then, he took Jiang Yao’s shoes and went to the pool, he helped her clean up the place 

without a speck of dust. 

The pool was in the courtyard on the first floor. Jiang Yao was wearing slippers. She bent down on the 

corridor on the second floor and looked at Lu Xingzhi in the courtyard under the afterglow. She pinched 

her small leather shoes and cleaned them seriously. 

Jiang Yao’s feet were not big. After he finished wiping them, he held her shoes in his palm. He looked at 

them and compared them. He seemed to have thought of something. Then, the corners of his mouth 

twitched as if he was smiling. Only then did he carry her shoes all the way back. 

There was no separate bathroom or washroom in the room. When Jiang Yao was taking a shower in the 

public bathroom, Lu Xingzhi stood guard outside the door the entire time. Listening to the sound of 

water splashing inside, he was simply distracted. 

“I left some water for you. You should take a shower too. The mine is dusty, it’s better to take a 

shower.”As Jiang Yao spoke, she pushed Lu Xingzhi inside. “I’ll stand guard at the door for you.” 

“Heh, I’m afraid of people looking at me?”Lu Xingzhi stood at the door without moving, no matter how 

Hard Jiang Yao pushed him. “Go back to your room...” 

After a pause, he changed his words. “Go and bring me my changed clothes.” 

When Jiang Yao agreed and went back to her room to get them, Lu Xingzhi stood at the door and 

watched without blinking. He was afraid that something would happen if he relaxed. 



When Jiang Yao came over with his clothes, he dragged them into the public bathroom and locked it. 

“I don’t feel at ease wherever you go, so you just wait here,”Lu Xingzhi said as he quickly dragged the 

clothes off his body. 

Jiang Yao was caught off guard. By the time she reacted, Lu Xingzhi had already taken off all his clothes. 

She exclaimed and buried her face in the clothes that she had brought for Lu Xingzhi. 

“You... ! You!”Jiang Yao was so angry that she gritted her teeth. “Can’t you be serious for once!” 

“If I wasn’t serious, I wouldn’t have let you stand there and watch.”Lu Xingzhi chuckled and looked 

helplessly at his little brother who had woken up. If he wasn’t serious, he would have pressed her down 

and hurt. 

Chapter 715: Inferior Feeling 

Just now, when he heard the sound of water splashing while she was bathing, his mind was filled with 

lust. He could imagine countless ways to make her beg for mercy. 

If it wasn’t for the location being wrong, Lu Xingzhi wouldn’t have had to endure so much. 

Looking at his little wife who was still hugging his clothes and burying her head in them, Lu Xingzhi’s 

gaze inadvertently fell on the clothes in her arms. Then, his eyes darkened and he reminded her very 

seriously, “Yaoyao, don’t Bury your face in my underwear.” 

Jiang Yao almost subconsciously raised her head and looked up! 

F * ck! What was on the top was really Lu Xingzhi’s underwear! 

She gritted her teeth and stuffed the underwear on her face into her clothes. She raised her eyes and 

looked at the man whose back was facing her who had already started showering. In her line of sight, 

water droplets quickly slid down his shoulders and followed the sexy lines of his back all the way down, 

then, some slid down his perky buttocks and some directly disappeared into the ravine. 

Jiang Yao silently turned around with her back facing him. She thought to herself that Lu Xingzhi’s 

buttocks were probably the whitest part of his body. 

As a woman, she felt that his perky buttocks were a little inferior. 

The man was seductive. Jiang Yao also experienced the feeling of Lu Xingzhi standing outside waiting for 

her. It was as if he had been scratched by a cat, and it was ticklish. 

The moment she closed her eyes, the image of his perky butt surfaced in her mind. It was the first time 

Jiang Yao realized that she had such a perverted side to her. 

“Perverted is empty, perverted is empty.”Jiang Yao kept brainwashing herself in her mind. 

But halfway through, another voice emerged in her mind. 

If she didn’t look at her man’s body, it would be a waste! 

Her man’s body, it was only right and proper for her to look at it! 



Almost immediately, Jiang Yao opened her eyes, hugged the clothes in her arms, and quietly turned 

around. She thought to herself that Lu Xingzhi had also looked at her body many times. No matter what, 

she had to look at it once, right? 

When she saw the scene that she had replayed in her mind many times, the smile on the corner of Jiang 

Yao’s lips slowly spread out. If there was a mirror in front of her now, she would probably be able to see 

how colorful her smile was. 

Jiang Yao had already changed into a state of mind where she was calmly admiring her man’s body. She 

looked down from his neck, and then lingered on his perky buttocks for a while before moving down 

again. 

When she looked up again, she suddenly realized that there was something wrong with Lu Xingzhi. 

“What are you doing?”Jiang Yao asked foolishly. 

This guy’s breathing wasn’t right. He seemed to be suppressing something. His arms were moving 

rhythmically, but his back was facing her. She couldn’t tell what he was doing. 

Lu Xingzhi’s breathing wasn’t suppressed by Jiang Yao’s question. His voice was hoarse as if it was on 

fire. He replied in a low voice, “You want to know? Come up and take a look.” 

His tone was so sexy that it could kill! 

Jiang Yao really took two steps forward. The bathroom was not big to begin with, so she walked to the 

front. When she turned around, she was stunned as if she had been struck by lightning. 

“Lu Xingzhi! You Hooligan!” 

After saying that, Jiang Yao slammed the door and ran out. Her face was red the entire time. 

She ran all the way back to her room and slammed the door shut. She threw Lu Xingzhi’s clothes on the 

chair and threw herself on the bed. Her face was so hot that she could almost make pancakes. 

She had never thought that Lu Xingzhi would do that in front of her. 

Chapter 716: She Was Willing To Return 

She was still foolishly wondering what was wrong with him. His breathing was so heavy and strange! It 

turned out that he was enjoying himself with his back to her! 

Jiang Yao was lying on the bed by herself, tossing and turning. She thought to herself that she might as 

well let that guy run out naked! 

It was too infuriating! 

But in fact, even though she thought about it, she estimated the time. Twenty minutes later, Jiang Yao 

carried Lu Xingzhi’s clothes and went out again. When she returned to the public bathroom, she 

knocked on the door, she asked in a bad tone, “Are you done? I’ll take the clothes...” 

Before she could finish her words, the door suddenly opened and a long arm pulled her in. 



“You’re willing to come back?”Lu Xingzhi looked at the frightened Jiang Yao and raised his hand to pinch 

her nose. 

Jiang Yao reflexively slapped his hand away. Her eyes were staring at his palm in embarrassment. It 

looked like she was ready to see something from his palm. 

“I washed it.”Lu Xingzhi didn’t need to ask to know what was going on in this little head. “There’s no 

smell. If you don’t believe me, smell it.” 

“Pervert!”Jiang Yao stuffed the clothes in her arms directly into Lu Xingzhi’s hands. “Change! I’m Going 

Out!”Then, she ran all the way out of the public bathroom. 

About three minutes later, Lu Xingzhi entered the door with a fresh look on his face. His face, which had 

barely been relieved, remained expressionless for thousands of years. However, when he saw Jiang Yao 

glaring at him, a hint of a smile flashed across his eyes. He strode over with his long legs, he walked over 

to Jiang Yao and pressed her down on the bed. 

“Yaoyao, you’re a medical student. You should know the normal physiological reactions of the human 

body. When a man is faced with such a situation, there’s still such a way to solve it.”Even if Jiang Yao 

called him a hooligan or a pervert, Lu Xingzhi couldn’t do anything about it. 

“Can’t you not think about this all the time? Wouldn’t it be fine if you just abstain from lust for a 

while?”Jiang Yao muttered softly. 

“Daughter-in-law, be reasonable. The one who stopped having desires is a monk, an old bachelor, and 

I’m not.”Lu Xingzhi lifted her up so that Jiang Yao could face him face to face. “I’m not afraid that you’ll 

laugh at me. Before I met you, I didn’t have such thoughts.” 

“You’re not going to tell me that the first time you did something like this, you were thinking about 

me!”Jiang Yao’s old face was burning. 

Lu Xingzhi had a look of disbelief on his face. At that time, Jiang Yao didn’t know him at all. It was him 

who saw Jiang Yao once and remembered her firmly. 

Before he knew Jiang Yao, he had no desire in his life. He didn’t know what other guys’College life was 

like. Anyway, he, including his brothers, had no women to talk about in their daily conversations. 

Perhaps he was a little slow in that aspect. When Lu Xingzhi had his first dream about that kind of 

dream, it was about Jiang Yao. He let nature take its course. When he started doing that kind of thing, 

his mind was filled with Jiang Yao. 

Later on, he went through a lot of trouble to marry her back home. The things in the dream became 

reality. The only difference was that the woman who was smiling and having fun with him in the dream 

was actually not happy. 

It was just that he was used to being overbearing. There was nothing she could do even if she was 

unhappy. Who asked him to fall in love with her. 

She had already married and the marriage was completed. If she was unhappy, he could only try his best 

to coax her to be happy in other aspects. 



“Wife, I’ve told you before. I can be a hero to anyone in this world, but only you. You Can’t label me as a 

hero in the rules that you think I am. Remember, I am only your man with you. I have no other identity.” 

Chapter 717: Two Good News 

His nature was as such, living recklessly. Therefore, he would always reveal his nature in front of her 

little by little. 

Therefore, he did not want to be a hero in her world. He only wanted to be a man who could do 

whatever he wanted to her. 

“After rushing for a flight all night, I should take the opportunity to rest. Karu should not be back so 

soon. After we finalize the mining contract, we will rush back overnight. My vacation time is limited. I 

still need to return to Nanjiang City to help you with some matters.” 

Hearing Lu Xingzhi describe it as something to do, Jiang Yao immediately woke up, “What else do you 

want to Do?”? “The first time I heard from you that you were going to do something, you went to bang 

the table with your leader, scaring your comrades so much that they came to me to pick a fight! “The 

second time I heard you say you were going to do something, it was that you really came here to blow 

up the mountain!” 

“I’ve told you many times that I came here to blow up the mountain, but you didn’t believe me,”Lu 

Xingzhi defended himself. “So, you can’t blame me for not telling you.” 

Jiang Yao was really at a loss for words because of Lu Xingzhi. 

Yes! He did say that he came here to blow up the mountain, but she always treated him as a joke! 

Only God knew that there was really someone in this world who was as crazy as him, going all the way 

across the country to blow up the mountain! 

Who would believe that? 

“Is it to deal with Zhu Qianlan?”Jiang Yao asked. “How exactly did you prepare for Zhu Qianlan’s 

matter?” 

“When hitting the snake, hit the weak spot. What Zhu Qianlan cares about the most is her identity as 

the Zhu family’s daughter. I originally wanted to blow up the Zhu family’s mine to show the Zhu family’s 

might and use it to intimidate everyone in the Zhu family. I wanted the Zhu family to be easier to deal 

with after I did this and expel Zhu Qianlan from the Zhu family. Unfortunately, it doesn’t seem to have 

the effect that I expected.” 

It was impossible not to be depressed. The Zhu family was probably grateful to the person who blew up 

their mine. 

“When I went down the mountain, I told Karu to try his best to deal with those people who were staring 

at the Zhu family’s mine, asking them to give up on buying the Zhu family’s mine. Karu agreed and said 

that he would give it a try, but I don’t know if Karu can do it.” 



Lu Xingzhi told Karu about these things after he got off the car. Karu was a straightforward person and 

immediately agreed. As a middleman in the mine business, Karu was also the most suitable person to do 

this. 

The autumn sunset in a small Vietnamese town was a very spacious scene. Looking at the past, there 

were no tall buildings blocking the beautiful scenery. It was a pity that the mountains in the distance 

were not as green as those in Nanjiang City. 

Karu came back when everyone was gathered downstairs for dinner. When he entered the door, his face 

was full of joy. He directly called Lu Xingzhi and Jiang Yao out and dragged them all the way to his house 

before talking to them. 

“Two pieces of good news!”Karu clapped his hands to express his excitement at this moment, “First, the 

price of the mine that you asked me to ask about at noon has been lowered by 10 million. The mine 

owner said 80 million, the lowest price. This price is actually not high. Compared to other mines that are 

worth more than 100 million, it can even be said to be cheap. If you agree, you can come with me to the 

mine owner’s house now to sign the contract.” 

80 million was not too expensive for such a huge mine. Jiang Yao had asked Huang Cheng to sell a few 

pieces of jadeite in the underground trading hall for such a high price. 

Therefore, a mine was only worth a few pieces of top-grade jadeite. It was indeed worth it. 

Chapter 718: Lowest Price 

“There’s one more thing.”When Karu said this, even in his own home, he still cautiously looked around. 

He even called out a few Filipino maids before continuing, “In the afternoon, I found someone to teach 

Mr. Xiao Jin a lesson. That Idiot thought that my people were his creditors, so he kept saying that he 

would definitely return the money tonight!”! “Not long after, Mr. Xiao Jin called me and said that his 

mine would be sold at the price we agreed on.” 

“What price did he say before?”Jiang Yao asked. 

“He only knows how to follow the trend. The Zhu family said 120 million, and he also offered 120 

million!”Karu scoffed. “He doesn’t understand the value of his own mine at all.” 

“Is there anything else?”Lu Xingzhi noticed that Karu’s expression was still very excited. It could be seen 

that the second piece of good news that Karu was going to say was probably not that Mr. Xiao Jin was 

going to sell the mine at the price they originally agreed on. 

“He told me over the phone that he would sell it for 120 million, so I lied to him. Today’s customer was 

dissatisfied with his starting price and had already signed a contract with other mine owners, so no one 

wanted his mine. When he was anxious, he said that he would lower the price.” 

Speaking of this, the smile in Karu’s eyes deepened. “Guess how much he lowered it to?” 

“100 million?”This was Jiang Yao’s guess. 

“How much gambling debt does he owe?”Lu Xingzhi suddenly asked a question that had nothing to do 

with the mine. 



When Karu heard this, he knew that Lu Xingzhi had guessed it. He grinned, “He owes 50 million gambling 

debt! “He sold it for 80 million at the beginning. I was just casually saying. With his reputation of setting 

the price, not to mention 80 million, even 60 million would be difficult. Then, he became anxious and 

said that as long as he can pay off his gambling debt, 50 million is fine!” 

Karu patted Lu Xingzhi on the shoulder, “Mr. Lu, I’m telling you this good news because I’ve hit it off 

with you and feel that you can be a friend. If you feel that Mr. Xiao Jin’s mine is worth this 50 million, 

then we’ll take down Mr. Xiao Jin’s mine together!” 

“50 million!”Jiang Yao was speechless. “He’s really driven mad by his gambling debt.” 

Jiang Yao was even more surprised. 50 million? How did Mr. Xiao Jin Gamble? How could he owe 50 

million in gambling debts? 

“His creditors are from outside the town. I heard from my subordinates that those people were vicious. 

In order to chase after Mr. Xiao Jin’s gambling debts, they chopped off the palm of a servant in Mr. Xiao 

Jin’s house in front of Mr. Xiao Jin. Mr. Xiao Jin was so scared that he directly knelt there and begged 

them to let him go for a period of time. Recently, Mr. Xiao Jin didn’t dare to go home. He lived in the 

mine and gambled with those workers who were absent.” 

Therefore, Mr. Xiao Jin loved to gamble, but he loved his life more. 

“Wife, do you want it?”Lu Xingzhi didn’t even go in to take a look today, so he couldn’t be sure if the 

mine was still abundant. Therefore, he could only ask Jiang Yao if she wanted it. 

“Yes.”50 million was definitely a profit. 

Even if she couldn’t take out the funds to invest in the mine and sell it, it would still be a guaranteed 

profit. 

50 million, this was probably the lowest price in the entire YN mining industry. 

However, this 80 million, 50 million, that was 130 million. Jiang Yao estimated that she would need to 

use a portion of the Yangtze Group’s funds. However, once she resold one of the mines, the funds would 

be back very quickly. 

Karu was a straightforward person and liked to do straightforward things. Seeing that Lu Xingzhi and his 

wife had agreed to it, he personally drove the two of them to find Mr. Xiao Jin. 

Chapter 719: Signed 

It was already so late, but Mr. Xiao Jin was still hiding in the mine and didn’t dare to go out. He was 

probably afraid of being beaten. As soon as he heard the sound of the wheels, he got up and was about 

to run into the depths of the mine. 

“Mr. Xiao Jin, it’s me! It’s me!”Carl’s eyes were sharp, and he hurriedly called out to stop him. Then, he 

urged Jiang Yao and Lu Xingzhi to say something and went forward to pull Mr. Xiao Jin back. “Aren’t you 

in a hurry to get money? Here, I brought you a customer!” 

Hearing that it was Carl, Mr. Xiao Jin patted the dirt off his body and ran back. 



Even though it was dark in the mountains, Jiang Yao could clearly see Mr. Xiao Jin’s cowardly 

appearance. He was sitting in such a mine, yet he could live like a pangolin. This Mr. Xiao Jin was also a 

talent. 

In this YN, who was sitting in a mine? Didn’t he live a happy life? This Mr. Xiao Jin had turned the life of a 

rich second generation into a life of the poor people hiding from their debts. 

“50 million. If Mr. Xiao Jin agrees, this contract will be signed, and then your people can withdraw from 

the mine now.”The contract was prepared by Karu before he left, he naturally knew that he shouldn’t 

dream that a person like Mr. Xiao Jin could think of such things. 

“Isn’t this a little... a little too little?”Mr. Xiao Jin wasn’t too happy. 

“Mr. Xiao Jin doesn’t know that Mr. Lu has already bought another mine and doesn’t have that much 

money on hand. I only heard that you were in a hurry to sell, so I thickened my face to help you ask. If it 

wasn’t for me helping you ask, Mr. Lu would already be on the plane back to China.”Karu pretended to 

be unhappy, “If you think it’s too low, then forget it. I’ll take Mr. Lu away now. It’s my fault for meddling 

in other people’s business. I’m not afraid that you won’t be able to repay your debt.” 

Jiang Yao and Lu Xingzhi reacted very quickly. They immediately put on an impatient look, which was 

faster than Karu’s speed. They turned around and headed back to the car. 

Seeing this, Mr. Xiao Jin didn’t have the mood to bargain anymore. He quickly went forward to stop the 

two of them. 

“50 million! 50 million!”Mr. Xiao Jin thought of 50 million now, and he thought of his own hand that had 

been saved. 

After signing the contract, Mr. Xiao Jin led his men out of the mine. Karu helped Lu Xingzhi find a reliable 

team to look after the mine. He helped Lu Xingzhi protect the mine that had just changed owners, to 

prevent people from entering the mine to steal the mine at night. 

After leaving the mine, Karu brought Lu Xingzhi and Jiang Yao to another mine owner’s house. 

The car drove out of the small town and headed south for more than ten kilometers before stopping. It 

was only a short distance, but it was more like a wealthy district. The houses that were located here 

were almost all villas, and each of them occupied a large area. 

“Our Jadeite King lives in the east. The Jadeite King’s mansion is almost as big as our small town.”Karu 

sighed with envy. Only then did the two follow him into the mine owner’s mansion. 

Lu Xingzhi and Jiang Yao didn’t see the mine owner in person. It could be seen that the mine owner 

didn’t care about selling the mine business at all. He only sent a trusted assistant to handle this matter. 

After signing the contract, Jiang Yao called the bank to handle the transfer of the money and also 

transferred Mr. Xiao Jin’s mine money along with it. 

After the matters here were settled, Lu Xingzhi asked Jiang Yao to pack her things and bid Ruan Yongjun 

farewell. He wanted to catch a flight back to Nanjiang city overnight because he didn’t have many 

holidays. However, he still had a lot of things to do. 



When he returned to Ruan Yongjun’s house and heard that Jiang Yao had signed two mines that night, 

Huang Chengjing’s expression was a little difficult to describe. He kept feeling that these two husband 

and wife were terribly willful. 

Chapter 720: Sold To Whom 

“Ruan Yongjun is my friend. Director Huang is here. If you need anything, you can ask him for help.”In 

the end, Lu Xingzhi was the one who brought Huang Cheng here. Therefore, before he left, Lu Xingzhi 

said a few more words and then threw a sentence to Huang Chengjing, ruan Yongjun was trustworthy, 

and then he left with Jiang Yao. 

Karu knew that the two of them were going to rush to the airport overnight, so he volunteered to be 

their driver. Before they left, he and Ruan Yongjun had prepared a lot of special snacks for Lu Xingzhi 

and Jiang Yao. At night, Lu Xingzhi said goodbye to Ruan Yongjun, then, he got in the car. 

On the way to the airport, Karu was still chatting with Lu Xingzhi. He had made an appointment with him 

to go to Lu Xingzhi and Jiang Yao’s country one day, hoping to visit the two of them. 

“Sure, you’re welcome to come!”Jiang Yao could tell that Karu’s words were not just casual words. He 

was really looking forward to walking out of YN to play around. 

On Jiang Yao’s side, because of Karu’s enthusiastic help, she and Lu Xingzhi could be said to have 

returned with a full load. The two of them were in a good mood. 

Moreover, on Mr. Xiao Jin’s side, he returned to his home where he did not have a single servant. Not 

long after, he received a notice that there was an additional sum of money in his account. Seeing that 50 

million had been deposited into his account, he was extremely happy and called his creditor, Raha, he 

originally thought that the call to repay the debt would be very easy. He did not expect that with just a 

phone call, Mr. Xiao Jin would be scolded by Raha. Not long after, he was kidnapped by the people sent 

by Raha. 

Raha probably did not expect that he would be able to trick Mr. Xiao Jin into falling into his trap. When 

he saw that Mr. Xiao Jin’s mine was about to belong to him, in the end, a Cheng Yaojin suddenly 

appeared out of nowhere! 

As it turned out, he had been busy for more than a month just to make a wedding dress for someone 

else! 

“Speak! Who Did you sell it to?”Rahl had a fierce-looking beard. A forty-something-year-old man with a 

fat head and big ears? 

He kicked Mr. Xiao Jin to the ground and stepped on Mr. Xiao Jin’s back. He asked angrily, “Who was the 

middleman? Who bought it?” 

“Karu introduced a young couple from country z. I heard Karu Call that man Mr. Lu.”Mr. Xiao Jin was in 

so much pain that he was about to cry. “Raha, I will return the money to you and we will be even. You 

Can’t do anything to me again!” 

“F * ck off!” 



Raha might have been a little afraid of Mr. Xiao Jin in the past because Mr. Xiao Jin’s lingering power had 

not dissipated. However, Mr. Xiao Jin had been gone for so long and there was no one around him who 

could be used. He simply laid a trap.., mr. Xiao Jin had lost fifty million in less than half a month! 

He had set up this trap with the goal of going to the mine in Mr. Xiao Jin’s hands! 

He forced Mr. Xiao Jin step by step, waiting for Mr. Xiao Jin to drag on a huge debt. Then, the interest 

would roll over day by day until he had no choice but to pay with the mine. 

When he heard that Mr. Xiao Jin had released the news of selling the mine, Rahl felt that he had set up 

the right trap. Only then did he think that he could go and take Mr. Xiao Jin’s mine tomorrow. He did not 

expect that this fool would tell him.., that mine was sold for 50 million! 

“Kalu, right?”Raha directly got his men to drag Mister Xiao Jin up. The group left the courtyard and 

drove away. 

Although Raha wasn’t in that circle, he knew about Kalu and where Kalu lived. 

After getting into the car, Raha’s men struck the struggling Mister Xiao Jin unconscious with their palms. 

Then, the group drove straight towards the small town. 

 


